furniture

seating
& shelving

muller van
severen / destroyers
builders

valerie_objects is an Antwerp-based
design label initiated by Axel Van Den Bossche
and art director Veerle Wenes, combining their
professional and personal taste for all things
good and beautiful.
By allowing designers, architects and artists
to translate their signature style into tangible
objects, valerie_objects has become a unique
collection of everyday items with out-of-the-box
aesthetics. These are objects people truly get
entangled with.

authentic
thinking
and creative
minds
are at the heart
of the label
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muller
van severen
With both Fien Muller
and Hannes Van Severen
being artists, it’s natural that
the collection sits somewhere
between design and art.
The design practice has
been on an inspired quest
for sculpturally interesting

furniture objects, without
losing track of its functionality.
“We create furniture with
a certain lightness so the
background becomes part of
the image”, they say.

valerie_objects_alu collection

valerie_objects_alu collection

Accentuating the
living space by adding a
touch of playfulness and
color to it, that is the basis
of Muller Van Severen’s
work. Their furniture stands
out for its visual lightness
and simplicity.

Since 2011, Muller Van
Severen, the design practice
of Fien Muller and Hannes
Van Severen, has been on an
inspired quest for sculpturally
interesting furniture objects
– items that are spontaneous
and produced with apparent
effortlessness. The universe
they create together dovetails
quite naturally with their work
as separate artists. Muller Van
Severen is the first artist duo
signed with valerie_objects.

—

photo by Mirjam De vriendt
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solo seat by
muller van severen

34 cm
13,4 inch

61 cm – 24 inch

27 cm
10,6 inch

valerie_objects_solo seat

valerie_objects_solo seat

solo seat
leather

62 cm – 24,4 inch
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62 cm – 24,4 inch

duo seat by
muller van severen

61 cm – 24 inch

valerie_objects_duo seat

valerie_objects_duo seat

duo seat
linen

182 cm – 71,6 inch

duo seat
62 cm – 24,4 inch

duo seat

lacquered steel /
linen blue - green

08_

lacquered steel /
linen red - pink
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rocking chair by
muller van severen

rocking chair
leather

60 cm – 23,6 inch

rocking chair
— leather / lacquered

steel green
— leather / brass
— leather / lacquered

steel red
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valerie_objects_rocking chair

35,5 cm
2,3 inch

valerie_objects_rocking chair

30 cm
311,8 inch

82 cm – 32,3 inch

rocking chair by
muller van severen

rocking chair
brass

valerie_objects_rocking chair

valerie_objects_rocking chair

rocking chair
linen

rocking chair
lacquered steel
mustard /
linen yellow
lacquered steel
white /linen red

rocking chair
brass / leather
brass / linen - pink

brass / linen - pink
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shelf n° 1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

shelf
cream white /
brick red / light grey /
anthracite / mustard

shelf n°1

shelf n°3

cream white

light grey

brick red

anthracite

shelf n°2

shelf n°4

16_
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0,4 cm
0,15 inch

valerie_objects_shelf n° 1/2/3/4

valerie_objects_shelf n° 1/2/3/4

shelf n° 1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

shelf n°1
brick red

18_
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15 cm
5,90
inch

shelf detail

74 cm – 29,13 inch

shelf n° 1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

15 cm
5,90
inch

0,3 cm
0,12 inch

valerie_objects_shelf n° 1/2/3/4

valerie_objects_shelf n° 1/2/3/4

shelf n°1
brass

74 cm – 29,13 inch

shelf n°1
brass
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destroyers /
builders
By zooming in on basic architectural
shapes and materials, and translating
them into minimalist designs, she gives
the overlooked objects the attention
they deserve. ‘Contrasting high-end and
low-end shapes, materials and textures
is the leitmotiv through my work’,
Linde Freya says. The modular sofa
‘assemble’ is inspired by the shape of

small pebbles we as kids liked to collect
or dash in the water, this coach sparks
a feeling of nature, playfulness and joy.
When it comes to the etage, both the
rear surface and the shelves follow a
particular curve which ensures the allure
of a skeletal frame. The frame of an
organic sculpture.”

valerie_objects_etage

valerie_objects_assemble

Although the works of Linde Freya
Tangelder, the woman behind the young
and enigmatic destroyers/builders,
balance on the fine line between art and
design, it is yet a third discipline that
continues to inspire her: architecture.
For the furniture range for valerie_
objects Tangelder remains faithful to
her innate preference for curved shapes.

Destroyers / Builders
is the Brussels based design
studio founded by Linde Freya
Tangelder in 2015. As the
name suggests, she destroys
design to rebuild her own
visual language. By zooming in
on basic architectural shapes
and materials, and translating
them into minimalist designs,
she gives overlooked objects
the attention they deserve.
Tangelder is one of the
founders of Belgium’s highly
appraised Brut collective that
received the Henry van de
Velde Award for Young Talent in
2019. Destroyers/Builders was
also part of the FAR collection,
a ‘temporary collective’
composed by Nina Yashar from
the renowned Nilufar Gallery
and Depot in Milan.

—

photo by destroyers / builders studio
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assemble
by destroyers / builders

deco cushion 3

1 seat sofa
with 1 armrest

valerie_objects_assemble

sevo rust

sevo grey

deco cushion 1

ottoman

sevo rust

sevo grey

destroyers /
builders

024_
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4 cm
27,5 cm
1 5/8 inch 10 6/8 inch

sevo grey

38,5 cm — 15 1/8 inch

27 cm
10 5/8 inch

2 seat sofa
+ corner

45 cm — 17 6/8 inch

_it was
challenging to
combine my
preference for
architectural
contouring and
very tactile
materials with
rather practical
necessities as
sitting comfort,
foam density
and extreme
detailing._

valerie_objects_assemble

assemble
4 elements,
7 colours

58 cm — 22 7/8 inch

103 cm
40,5 inch

88 cm
34,62 inch

cm nch
8725 i
,
34

85 cm
33,5 inch

cm nch
8862 i
,
34

83 cm
32,62 inch

cmnch
8687 i
,
33

39 cm
15,37 inch

assemble
by destroyers / builders

valerie_objects_assemble

cm nch
8725 i
,
34

80 cm
31,5 inch

valerie_objects_assemble

213 cm
83,87 inch

cm nch
8725 i
,
34

85 cm
33,5 inch

123 cm
48,37 inch

gijon grey
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52 cm
20 1/2 inch

45 cm
17 3/4 inch

20 cm
7 7/8 inch

40 cm
15 3/4 inch

ottoman

34 cm
13 3/8 inch

174 cm
68,5 inch

60 cm
23 5/8 inch

valerie_objects_assemble
valerie_objects_assemble

_029
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assemble
by destroyers / builders

_the assemble
sofa encourages
exactly what its
name suggests:
to assemble your
own sofa._

different
combinations

destroyers /
builders

valerie_objects_assemble

valerie_objects_assemble

sevo grey
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valerie_objects_assemble

valerie_objects_assemble

assemble
by destroyers / builders

assemble sofa
gijon green
photo by Ligia
Poplawska
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etage
by destroyers / builders

small etage
aluminium / brass

medium etage
oak

large etage

39,8 cm – 15,6 inch

74 cm – 29,1 inch

ashwood light grey

0,4 cm – 0,1 inch

valerie_objects_etage

valerie_objects_etage

118 cm – 46,4 inch

72,6 cm – 28,6 inch

2 cm – 0,8 inch

etage
3 sizes,
4 different
materials

160 cm – 62,9 inch

92,8 cm – 36,5 inch

2 cm – 0,8 inch

34_
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medium etage
oak

valerie_objects_etage

_both the rear
surface and the
shelves follow a
particular curve
which ensures the
allure of a skeletal
frame. The frame
of an organic
sculpture._
destroyers /

builders

small etage
brass

small etage
aluminium
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valerie_objects_etage

etage
by destroyers / builders

valerie_objects_etage

valerie_objects_etage

etage
by destroyers / builders

small etage
brass

small etage
aluminium
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technical
sheets
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solo seat
by muller van severen

rocking chair
by muller van severen

rocking
chair

solo
seat

linen

35,5 cm
13,9 inch

30 cm
11,8 inch

82 cm – 32,3 inch

leather
solo seat

material:
— seat frame in steel rod
15 mm.
— powder coated seat
frame in cream white or
red.
— leather seat: 100%
natural leather, tanned
in traditional methods
to maintain its natural
colour and soft feel.
Over time the leather
will acquire a patina and
may also darken due to
UV-light.

60 cm – 23,6 inch

colour combinations — rocking chair

frame

seat

lacquered steel
green

leather

lacquered steel
red

leather

brass

leather

no glides
V9015018

V9018020

V9018019

colour combinations — solo seat
27 cm
10,6 inch

options:
the colour combinations
of the fabrics and leather
are carefully chosen and
can not be customized.

V9015021

V9015020

V9015019

brass

pink

lacquered steel
mustard

yellow

lacquered steel
white

red

34 cm
13,4 inch

material:
— seat frame in steel rod
— powder coated seat
frame.
— seat frame in brass.
— seat fabric in
100%linen.
— leather seat:
100%natural leather,
tanned in traditional
methods to maintain
its natural colour and
soft feel. Over time
the leather will aquire
a patina and may also
darken due to UV-light.

no glides

61 cm – 24 inch

rocking chair

2 different options:
the colour combinations
are carefully chosen and
cannot be customized.

V9018021

V9018022
62 cm – 24,4 inch
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62 cm – 24,4 inch

frame

seat

lacquered steel
red

leather

lacquered steel
cream white

leather

duo seat
by muller van severen

shelf n° 1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

duo
seat

shelf
n° 1/2/3/4

duo seat

material:
— seat frame in steel
rod 15mm.
— powder coated seat
frame in one colour
(mustard).
— seat fabric in
100%linen.

2 different options:
the colour combinations
of the fabrics are
carefully chosen and can
not be customized.

no glides

shelf n° 1/2/3/4

61 cm – 24 inch

material:
100% steel
— steel sheet of 4mm
— fine textured powder
coated finish
100% brass
— brass sheet of 3mm
182 cm – 71,6 inch

colour combinations — duo seat

V9015017RP

V9015017BG
62 cm – 24,4 inch

frame

seat left

seat right

lacquered steel
mustard

red

pink

lacquered steel
mustard

blue

green
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four different sizes,
five different colour
options:
— for steel shelf: fine
textured powder coated
finish in light grey,
mustard, brick red,
cream white, anthracite
— for brass shelf:
only one size (74cm)

shelf n° 1/2/3/4
by muller van severen

etage
by destroyers / builders

etage

mustard

brick red

cream white

anthracite

V9017100LG

V9017100MU

V9017100R

V9017100W

V9017100Z

15 cm
5,90
inch

light grey

0,4 cm
0,15 inch

shelf n°1 — steel sheet 4mm / fine textured powder coated finish

74 cm – 29,13 inch

0,3 cm
0,12 inch

shelf n°1 — brass 3mm

material:
100% brass
— small etage
100% aluminium
— small etage
100% wood
— medium etage
in oak
— large etage in
ashwood

15 cm
5,90
inch

brass

etage —

74 cm – 29,13 inch

V9018100U

mustard

brick red

cream white

anthracite

V9017101LG

V9017101MU

V9017101R

V9017101W

V9017101Z

25 cm
9,84 inch

light grey

0,4 cm
0,15 inch

shelf n°2 — steel sheet 4mm / fine textured powder coated finish

0,4 cm
0,15 inch

99 cm – 38.98 inch

light grey

mustard

brick red

cream white

anthracite

V9017102LG

V9017102MU

V9017102R

V9017102W

V9017102Z

25 cm
9,84 inch

shelf n°3 — steel sheet 4mm / fine textured powder coated finish

0,4 cm
0,15 inch

148,8 cm – 58.58 inch

light grey

mustard

brick red

cream white

anthracite

V9017103LG

V9017103MU

V9017103R

V9017103W

V9017103Z

25 cm
9,84 inch

shelf n°4 — steel sheet 4mm / fine textured powder coated finish

198,8 cm – 78,27 inch
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three different sizes,
four different materials
1— small etage, sheet
metal wall shelf in
brushed aluminium
2— small etage, sheet
metal wall shelf in
brushed brass
3— medium etage,
plain sawn oak wood,
coated with matte,
transparent varnish
4— large etage, quarter
sawn ash wood , coated
with matte, white
pigmented varnish.

Hooks for wall mounting
included.

etage
by destroyers / builders

assemble
by destroyers / builders

assemble

39,8 cm – 15,6 inch

aluminium

brass

oak wood

ashwood light
grey

V9019001

V9019002

V9019003

V9019004

74 cm – 29,1 inch

small — etage

0,4 cm – 0,1 inch

72,6 cm – 28,6 inch

medium — etage

aluminium

brass

oak wood

ashwood light
grey

V9019001

V9019002

V9019003

V9019004

118 cm – 46,4 inch

assemble —

material:
sofa
— internal frame: wood combined with plywood
— base: wood covered in natural aluminium,
manually grinded showing the beauty of the
aluminium
— foam: polyurethane foam, polyester fiber cover
— covers:
gijon: cotton, viscose, linen
Martindale: 20000 cycles
bangar: wool, linen, viscose, cotton
Martindale: 50000 rubs
sevo: wool, linen, viscose, cotton
Martindale: 25000 cycles
washing instructions:
professional cleaning only; covers cannot be removed

2 cm – 0,8 inch

92,8 cm – 36,5 inch

large — etage

brass

oak wood

ashwood light
grey

V9019001

V9019002

V9019003

V9019004

deco cushions:
— foam: polyurethane foam, polyester fiber cover
— covers:
senales: cotton, nylon/polyamide
Martindale: 40000 cycles
sevo: wool, linen, viscose, cotton
Martindale: 25000 cycles
gijon: cotton, viscose, linen
Martindale: 20000 cycles
bangar: wool felt, linen, viscose, cotton
Martindale: 50000 rubs
washing instructions:
professional cleaning only; covers can be removed
leather: 100% leather
washing instructions:
professional cleaning only; covers can be removed;
slight colour variations possible

160 cm – 62,9 inch

aluminium

2 cm – 0,8 inch
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different options:
the assemble sofa designed by
destroyers/builders encourages
exactly what the name suggests:
to assemble your own sofa.
The asymmetrical cushions
are assembled into different
sofa-elements: single seaters to
choose from, two-seaters, corner
elements, poufs and side tables
to play around with.
sofa: 4 basic elements, 1 seat
and 2 seat can be customized
with our without armrest(s);
7 different colours
cushion: 3 models;
10 different colours

assemble
by destroyers / builders
finishing / colours

cmnch
8687 i
,
33

103 cm
40,5 inch

V9020364

gijon grey

V9020365

gijon sand

V9020407

gijon green

V9020366

bangar sand

V9020367

sevo grey

V9020368

sevo rust

V9020369

senales grey
finishing / colours

cm nch
8862 i
,
34

88 cm
34,62 inch

V9020310

gijon grey

V9020311

gijon sand

V9020398

gijon green

V9020312

bangar sand

V9020313

sevo grey

V9020314

sevo rust

V9020315

senales grey

gijon grey

V9020358

gijon grey

V9020335

gijon sand

V9020359

gijon sand

V9020402

gijon green

V9020406

gijon green

V9020336

bangar sand

V9020360

bangar sand

V9020337

sevo grey

V9020361

sevo grey

V9020338

sevo rust

V9020362

sevo rust

V9020339

senales grey

V9020363

senales grey

gijon grey

V9020352

gijon grey

gijon sand

V9020353

gijon sand

V9020401

gijon green

V9020405

gijon green

V9020330

bangar sand

V9020354

bangar sand

V9020331

sevo grey

V9020355

sevo grey

V9020332

sevo rust

V9020356

sevo rust

V9020333

senales grey

V9020357

senales grey

85 cm
33,5 inch

80 cm
31,5 inch

finishing / colours

V9020329

cm nch
8762 i
,
34

cm nch
8725 i
,
34

194 cm
76,37 inch

2 seat — sofa with 1 armrest assemble

finishing / colours

finishing / colours

V9020322

gijon grey

V9020346

gijon grey

V9020323

gijon sand

V9020347

gijon sand

V9020400

gijon green

V9020404

gijon green

V9020324

bangar sand

V9020348

bangar sand

V9020325

sevo grey

V9020349

sevo grey

V9020326

sevo rust

V9020350

sevo rust

V9020327

senales grey

V9020351

senales grey

cm nch
8762 i
,
34

cm nch
8725 i
,
34

80 cm
31,5 inch

2 seat — sofa with 1 armrest assemble

V9020328

1 seat — sofa with 2 armrests assemble

194 cm
76,37 inch

2 seat — sofa with 2 armrests assemble

finishing / colours

finishing / colours

V9020316

gijon grey

V9020340

gijon grey

V9020317

gijon sand

V9020341

gijon sand

V9020399

gijon green

V9020403

gijon green

V9020318

bangar sand

V9020342

bangar sand

V9020319

sevo grey

V9020343

sevo grey

V9020320

sevo rust

V9020344

sevo rust

V9020321

senales grey

V9020345

senales grey

cm nch
8725 i
,
34

80 cm
31,5 inch

174 cm
68,5 inch

finishing / colours

1 seat — sofa with 1 armrest assemble

123 cm
48,37 inch

85 cm
33,5 inch

V9020334

1 seat — sofa with 1 armrest assemble

123 cm
48,37 inch

finishing / colours

cm nch
8725 i
,
34

103 cm
40,5 inch

143 cm
56,25 inch

2 seat — sofa assemble

finishing / colours

cm nch
8725 i
,
32

80 cm
31,5 inch

1 seat — sofa assemble

85 cm
33,5 inch

83 cm
32,62 inch

corner seat assemble

85 cm
33,5 inch

39 cm
15,37 inch

ottoman assemble

assemble
by destroyers / builders

213 cm
83,87 inch
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assemble
by destroyers / builders

assemble
by destroyers / builders

assemble

V9020370

gijon grey

V9020371

gijon sand

V9020408

gijon green

V9020372

bangar sand

V9020373

sevo grey

V9020374

sevo rust

V9020375

senales grey

V9020376

colorado brick

V9020377

colorado liver

V9020378

verve goat

finishing / colours
V9020379

gijon grey

V9020380

gijon sand

V9020409

gijon green

V9020381

bangar sand

V9020382

sevo grey

V9020383

sevo rust

V9020384

senales grey

V9020385

colorado brick

V9020386

colorado liver

V9020387

verve goat

finishing / colours

20 cm
7 7/8 inch

assemble cushion n°3

60 cm
23 5/8 inch

V9020388

gijon grey

V9020389

gijon sand

V9020410

gijon green

V9020390

bangar sand

V9020391

sevo grey

V9020392

sevo rust

V9020393

senales grey

V9020394

colorado brick

V9020395

colorado liver

V9020396

verve goat

58 cm — 22 7/8 inch
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assemble

27,5 cm
10 6/8 inch

45 cm
17 3/4 inch

material:
— natural aluminium,
manually brushed
aluminium, protected
with beeswax. showing
the beauty of aluminium.

4 cm
1 5/8 inch

40 cm
15 3/4 inch

assemble cushion n°2

assemble —
alu side table, alu tray

27 cm
10 5/8 inch

52 cm
20 1/2 inch

finishing / colours

45 cm — 17 6/8 inch

34 cm
13 3/8 inch

assemble cushion n°1

alu side table

38,5 cm — 15 1/8 inch

V9020411
aluminium

alu tray

V9020412
aluminium

ashwood li
grey

V901900

contact

more collections

Veldkant 21
2550 Kontich — Belgium

_lighting
muller van severen /
maarten de ceulaer

T +32 3 458 05 82
F +32 3 458 05 84
info@valerie-objects.com

_accessories

_general manager
Stephanie Rosseel
stephanie@valerie-objects.com
+32 499 40 18 74

_tableware

—
press@valerie-objects.com
—
_art direction
Veerle Wenes
_product development
Jan Aerts
—
product sheets available
media.valerie-objects.com

muller van severen / chris kabel /
D.D. Trans / studio wieki somers /
destroyers builders
maarten baas / glenn sestig

_cutlery
maarten baas / koichi futatsumata
/ muller van severen / nendo

_pepper & salt
nendo / muller van severen /
maarten baas / studio wieki
somers / knutson & ballouhey

_shelf
n°1/2/3/4
muller van severen

_handwoven carpets
ivy / fran / lucy / frenzy / billie
TheAlfredCollection

_photography
Siska Vandecasteele
_graphic identity
maff.be

All rights are reserved. No part of
this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted in any form or by any
means, without the prior written
consent of the publisher. An
exeption is made for short excerpts
which may be cited for the sole
purpose of reviews.
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www.valerie-objects.com

